1. Introduction. It is the purpose of this paper to investigate, by means of the characteristic function, the arithmetic mean value, or mathematical expectation, of the sum of the squares of n normally and independently distributed variables when those variables are subject to m<n linear restrictions. For example, if %iy oc^y * * * j x<n are n independent values of a variable x which is normally distributed with mean zero and variance a* 2 , then the expected value of y^^x? is ncr 2 . However, the expected value of 2i( x ?~~"#) 2 > where nx=^2^x 3 -f is in -l)a 2 . It is fairly obvious that the latter example could be stated: if the x's are subject to the linear restriction ]C^ = 0, the expected value of X^ff? 2 is (n -\)<x 2 . The numbers n and n -1, which are equal respectively to the ranks of the matrices of the two quadratic forms, are frequently called the number of degrees of freedom of those quadratic forms.
Let x be subject to the normal law of error
and let X1, *^2j y Xn, be n independent values of x. Write 
and i = V( -1) • Throughout this paper we shall understand that the limits of integration are -00 and 00 unless otherwise specified. If we write
and
From this latter result, it is fairly obvious that the problem has no solution unless Q is a positive definite quadratic form of rank m. Upon writing / m+i = 0, we find the characteristic function of the joint distribution of the m linear forms to be
is the simultaneous distribution function of these linear forms, then where
Since <2 
